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Stretching the Limit, The Functioning of the
GDPR’s Notion of Consent in the context of
Data Intermediary Services

Yannick Alexander Vogel*

The European Union strives to keep its Data Economy competitive and fit for the future. The
proclamation of data as ‘new oil’ requires the envisioning of new ways to make this ‘oil’ avail-
able to data-driven industries. The recently adopted Data Governance Act (DGA) is a tool that
increases the possibility of data-flows towards data driven industries, while simultaneously
promising tomaintain uncompromised data protection standards for individuals. The DGA sets
the legislative framework forData SharingServices orData Intermediaries. These services stand
in between data subjects and data users, and serve as actor that make demand- and supply
sides of data meet. When handling personal data, the Data Governance Act pivots on several
notions fromtheGDPR, for instance that of consent. Indoing so, it becomesquestionablewhether
or not the notion of consent functions, in the DGA, in the manner as it was envisioned to func-
tion in the GDPR. A strict reading of the notion of consent makes its application in the struc-
ture of theDataGovernanceAct difficult to image for reasons explored in this paper.Most press-
ing are the elements that make up the notion of consent. Those elements being that consent
should be specific, freely given and informed. These three elements are put under strain in the
DGA’s multi-party, data-pool, or data exchange relationships. This paper highlights how the Da-
ta Governance Act states its measures are designed to ‘fully’ respect the GDPR as starting point.
However, when examining the notion of consent, true GDPR compliance may be an unobtain-
able goal or at least an unscalable one in some contexts of the Data Intermediary Services.

Keywords: Consent | Data Governance Act | Data Intermediaries | Data Pooling | Data Hold-
ers | Data Users | European Strategy for Data

I. Introduction: A European Data
Economy Fit for the Future

The European Union has a particular tough nut to
crack. On the one hand, there is a pressing need for
more available personal data in the data economy, to

foster innovation and to keep the European Union’s
data economy competitive.1 On the other hand, mak-
ing more personal data available to industries exists
in tension with the persistent focus on individual da-
ta protection and privacy interests, which, in effect,
often restrict flows of data.2 Increasing data flows to
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1 European Commission, 'A European Strategy for Data' COM 66
(2020), 3; European Commission, 'Impact Assessment on Enhanc-
ing the Use of Data in Europe' SMART 24 (2019), 25; I. Graef,
'Data as Essential Facility, Competition and Innovation on Online
Platforms' (2016) see chapter 7.2 for an overview of how data
benefits industry or leads to competitive advantage.

2 Article 1 GDPR sets the dual goal of both protecting fundamental
rights and creating a market where data circulates; See, Massimo
Durante, Computational power, The Impact of ICT on Law,
Society and Knowledge (Routledge, 2021) 130.
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industry, while maintaining uncompromised levels
of individual GDPR safeguards, remains a difficult
balancing act.3 However, it is not the aim of this pa-
per to argue that looser data protection safeguards
will lead to better economic possibilities through in-
creased innovation.4 Instead, thispaperanalyseshow
the current DGA strategy, of increasing data flows in
the data economy, risks diluting the original GDPR
notion of consent through its application in theDGA.

In theyears after the implementationof theGDPR,
the European Commission understood that there is
data-value left untapped. Not all data is being put to
efficient use, rather, data is often locked in the hands
of non-cooperating players. Many smaller sized da-
ta-users would benefit greatly from the possibility to
exchange data amongst each other, therewith boost-
ing their competitive positions. Through introducing
specific legal tools in the Data Governance Act, more
data can be used by more industries, and result in
the creation of more value. This market-based think-
ing in relation to data is repeated throughout the Eu-
ropean Strategy for Data and the Data Governance
Act. Moreover, this market-based approach to data is
also highlighted by the press release of 30th of No-
vember 2022 by the European Commission. When
announcing the reaching of political agreement on
the DGA, the press release quotes both the Commis-
sioner for Internal Market and the Executive Vice-
President for A Europe Fit for the Digital Age. Their
predominantly market-based comments on the DGA
are only met with a short sentence in the press re-
lease, stating that the DGAwill be in accordancewith
EU rules, ‘such as personal data protection (GDPR)’.
The question remains, can Data Intermediary Ser-
vices (Dis) really increasedata flows to industry,with-
out reducing any of the standards set by the GDPR,
specifically regarding the notion of consent?

Ideally, both protection of the right to Data Protec-
tion of individuals and the flow of personal data for
economic purposes are not seen as dichotomy but as

two sides of the same coin. The DGA seeks to realize
one side of that coin, increasing data flows to indus-
try, using novel legal tools and structures. Increasing
flows of data trough novel actors, such as data inter-
mediaries or data users, will inevitably lead to data
protection concerns. Especially because novel con-
texts are created in which the notions of the GDPR
must fulfil their original function. Inmany cases, one
simply cannot have their cake and eat it too. This pa-
per argues that the novel mechanisms introduced in
the Data Governance Act will put emphasis on data
flows towards industry, at the cost of individual da-
ta protection rights, throughweakening their options
to express meaningful consent. As this analysis ar-
gues, the notion of consent is put under strain in the
Data Governance Act, especially in the context of Da-
ta Intermediary Services. Using the notion of con-
sent in order to increase data flows to industry risks
primacy of the interests of data users over a solid con-
sent mechanism for data subjects, for reasons ex-
plored in this paper.

1. Paper Roadmap

This paper argues that the notion of consent cannot
function in Data Intermediary (DI) relationships
where the processors and processing operations re-
main, in part, undetermined at the time of the re-
trieval of consent. On the other hand, the idea of in-
creasing data flows, while adhering strictly to all el-
ements of GDPR consent, will prove so laborious that
it might not increase flows of data to industries in a
meaningful manner at all. The following sections
deal with these arguments in more detail: Section 2
sets out the Data Governance Act and defines Data
Intermediaries. Section 3 elaborates on the elements
of the notion of consent as specified in the GDPR.
Section 4 applies the notion of consent in a specific
context of Data Intermediary services. Section 5 con-
cludes and provides further research outlook

II. The Data Governance Act and its
three regulatory Novelties

The European Strategy for Data envisions multiple
avenues to make more data available to the industry,
in order to create more data-enabled products and
services.5 The strategy acknowledges that enabling

3 Inge Graef, Raphael Gellert and Martin Husovec, ‘Towards a
Holistic Regulatory Approach for the European Data Economy:
Why the Illusive Notion of Non-Personal Data is Counterproduc-
tive to Data Innovation' (2018) TILEC Discussion Paper No.
2018-029.

4 Julie Cohen, 'What Privacy Is For' (2013) Harvard Law Review,
126, 1919. She states that privacy is a condition for innovation
and should not be juxtaposed against innovation as a hindering
factor.

5 European Strategy for Data (n 1) 1.
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flows of data is essential in order to boost growth
and innovation.6 The European Strategy for Data
therefore proposes different novel regulations, of
which the Data Governance Act is one. The Data Gov-
ernance Act is only one of many different ‘acts’ that
seeks to shape theEU’s digital future, seeking tomeet
many regulatory goals. Some regulations seek to or-
ganise the supply and demand of data, such as the
Data Governance Act and the forthcoming Data Act
and other seek to correct market imbalances, such as
the Digital Markets Act (DMA). However, the DGA is
not the first tool aimed at increasing flows of data
held by both public bodies, the private sector and in-
dividuals. Other legal instruments that increase da-
ta flows to industry are already established in the
Open Data Directive and the Free Flow of Data Reg-
ulation.7

Therefore, the DGA is aimed at facilitating the
‘opening up’ of even more personal and non-person-
al data in specific contexts, which are not covered in
existing regulations and directives. The Data Gover-
nance Act can be interpreted as having the regulato-
ry aim to increase commercial and non-commercial
use of personal data in the European Data Economy.
This follows from the DGA recitals and the fact that
non-personal data flows are already furthered by the
aforementioned legal mechanisms.8 The DGA in it-
self provides three novel mechanisms to increase da-
ta availability, for instance trough introducing a da-
ta re-use scheme under Section II. Introducing Data
Intermediaries under section III and introducing a
Data Altruism scheme under Section IV. The re-use
scheme of section II and the Data Altruism scheme
of section IVwill face their own issueswhen it comes
to GDPR consent, but those issues must be dealt with
elsewhere. This paper focusses directly and exclu-
sively on the Data Intermediary Services from sec-
tion III and their relation to the notion of consent.

At the time of drafting of this paper in mid May
2022, political agreement has been reached on the
DGAbetween theEuropeanParliament, theCommis-
sion and the Council of the European Union. The
DGA is also approved by both the European Parlia-
ment and the Council and was therefore adopted on
the 16th of May 2022. However, the full and adopted
text, with its final amendments, is not yet published
in the Official Journal of the EU. At the time of pub-
lishing of the June 2022 edition of EDPL, this amend-
ed and final DGA text is most likely available in the
Official Journal of the European Union.

1. Defining Data Intermediaries

This section deals with defining Data Intermediaries
and does so in three manners. First it examines the
text of the DGA, specifically recital 27 and 28, which
clarify many points regarding Data Intermediaries.
Second, it examines other sources that provide gen-
eral definitions ofData Intermediaries, which are not
exclusively related toEU law. Finally, insteadofdefin-
ing Data Intermediaries as entities or services, the
analysis turns to the kinds of relationships, between
different actors, that Data Intermediaries facilitate
and co-create.

a. Data Intermediaries as Defined in the Data
Governance Act

Recital 27 and 28 of the GDA provide insight into
what the European legislator understands when re-
ferring to Data Intermediaries. Interestingly, in the
final adopted version of the DGA, the notions ‘Inter-
mediary’ and ‘Intermediaries’ are almost complete-
ly eradicated from the DGA text. Earlier versions of
the DGA mentioned Data Intermediaries as an enti-
ty in many instances. Interestingly, the final adopt-
ed version of the DGA speaks only of ‘Data Interme-
diary Services’, rather than of the entities that per-
form such services.9 Of course, this begs the ques-
tion if those who provide data intermediary services
are also immediately data intermediaries. Article 2
(10), defining the notion of data sharing, seems to
hint in that direction. It defines the notion of ‘data
sharing’, stating that it may be done through an ‘in-
termediary’. This is the only time the term ‘interme-
diary’ can be found in the final and adopted version
of the DGA. Instead, the notion of a ‘data intermedi-
ary service’ is defined in more detail, in article 2 (11)
of the DGA.

6 European Strategy for Data (n 1) 4, The aim is to create a single
European data space – a genuine single market for data, open to
data from across the world – where personal as well as non-
personal data, (...) boosting growth and creating value.

7 Regulation 2018/1807 On a framework for the free flow of non-
personal data in the European Union & Directive 2019/1024 on
open data and the re-use of public sector information

8 Provisional title of the adopted Data Governance Act: European
Commission, Regulation (EU) 2022/… of the European Parliament
and of the Council of …on European data governance and
amending Regulation (EU) 2018/1724 (Data Governance Act),
2020/0340 (COD) (2022). Hereafter: Data Governance Act.

9 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 & 28 & Article 2(11).
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– ‘data intermediation service’ means a service
which aims to establish commercial relationships
for the purposes of data sharing between an un-
determinednumberofdata subjects anddatahold-
ers on the one hand and data users on the other,
through technical, legal or other means, including
for the purpose of exercising the rights of data sub-
jects in relation to personal data, excluding at least
the following.10

Data Intermediaries (DIs) are thus providers of ‘data
intermediary services’ and act as a party that facili-
tates the aggregation and exchange of substantial
amounts of relevant data.11 However, their exact ser-
vice can only be understood through understanding
the notion of ‘data sharing’. Being a rather colloqui-
al term, the DGA proposes a more precise definition
in article 2 (10)

- ‘data sharing’ means the provision of data by a
data subject or a data holder to a data user for the
purpose of the joint or individual use of such data,
based on voluntary agreements or Union or nation-
al law, directly or through an intermediary, for exam-
ple under open or commercial licences subject to a
fee or free of charge

Therefore, DIs (Data Intermediaries) provide a ser-
vice that connects different types of actors in the da-
ta economy and contribute to the pooling of data, as
well as facilitating the bilateral or multilateral shar-
ing of data.12 DIs are independent from both data
holders, data subjects and data users and can operate
free from interference from players with large mar-
ket powers.13 Interestingly, the final amendments

made before the adoption of the DGA included the
word ‘commercial’ to refer to the service that DIs pro-
vide. Data sharing through an intermediary is now a
commercial relationship between data holders, data
subjects and data users. The exact nature of the com-
merciality in this data sharing relationship remains
unclear from the wording of the DGA. Finally, the
terms ‘data holders’ and ‘data users’, between which
DIs mitigate, are novelties in data protection termi-
nology. Both termsaredefined in article 2of theDGA:

– ‘dataholder’meansa legalperson, includingpub-
lic sector bodies and international organisations, or
a natural person who is not a data subject with re-
spect to the specific data in question, which, in ac-
cordance with applicable Union or national law, has
the right to grant access to or to share certain person-
al data or non-personal data.14

– ‘data user’ means a natural or legal person who
has lawful access to certain personal or non-person-
al data and has the right, including under Regulation
(EU) 2016/679 in the case of personal data, to use that
data for commercial or non-commercial purposes.15

The third actor, the data subject, remains the same
as defined in the GDPR. In essence, Data Intermedi-
aries seek to connect two groups of parties, data hold-
ers and data subjects on the one hand and data users
on the other. Those who hold data under their con-
trol, through being a legal person that holds data, or
through being a data subject, are connected with
those who seek to use that data for commercial and
non-commercial purposes. DIs can make these par-
ties engage in bilateral relationships, where party A
(holder/subject) provides direct access to data to par-
ty B (user).16 Alternatively, DIs can assist in the facil-
itation of a data pool, in which larger amounts of da-
ta are aggregated from multiple data holders, e.g. A1,
A2. A3 in to a larger pool or multilateral sharing
scheme.17 Since data subjects can also engage in da-
ta sharing, data pools or multiparty sharing schemes
may simply exist out of the data of a plurality of or-
dinary data subjects in aggregate. DIs only provide
‘services aiming at intermediating between an unde-
termined number of data holders and data users, ex-
cluding data sharing services that are meant to be
used by a closed group of data holders and users.’18

This conveys the idea that facilitation of data ex-
changes cannot be restricted to a predetermined
group of data users, rather, data must flow to all da-
ta users who seek to tap into the potential of unused
data.

10 Data Governance Act (n 8) Article 2(11).

11 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 & 28 & Article 2(11).

12 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 and 28 & Article 10(a).

13 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27,‘independent from any
player with a significant degree of market power.’

14 Data Governance Act (n 8) Article 2(8) Interestingly, all earlier
proposals of a data holder included data subjects. Only the
final adopted version excludes data subjects as data holders of
their own data.

15 Data Governance Act (n 8) Article 2(9).

16 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 and 28: ‘…the facilitation
of bilateral data sharing’.

17 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 and 28: ‘DIs that…offer
services that connect the different actors have the potential to
contribute to the efficient pooling of data’.

18 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 28: ‘exclude services that are
exclusively used by one data holder in order to enable the use of
the data held by that data holder, or that are used by multiple
legal persons in a closed group’.
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To sum up, Data Intermediaries, or providers of
data intermediary services, are envisioned to be the
neutralbuffersbetweendataholdersanddatausers.19

They provide a service which is aimed at facilitating
increased data sharing from data holders and data
subjects to data users. This sharing can be done
through bilateral or multilateral arrangements and
even through contributing to pooling of data.20 Data
intermediaries are thosewho are taskedwithmaking
the demand and supply side of data meet, in an or-
chestrated and organizedmanner that increases trust
on both sides. DIs are expected to play a key role in
the data driven economy and are envisioned to be vi-
tal in the creation of future European Data Spaces.21

b. Alternative Definitions of Data Intermediaries

Next to the DGA, there other definitions of DIs, def-
initions that are not exclusively aimed at the Euro-
pean regulatory framework. See for instance the de-
finitions of Data Intermediaries in different opinion
papers by the following stakeholders:

‘Data intermediaries can take many forms; but
what they share is a primary purpose of facilitating
and managing data relations between data rights
holders (such as people or businesses), depending on
theparties’ relationships, intentions and resources.’22

– World Economic Forum
‘Intermediaries can provide technical infrastruc-

ture and expertise to support interoperability be-
tween datasets, or act as a mediator negotiating shar-
ing arrangements between parties looking to share,
access, or pool data.’23 – UK Centre for Data Ethics
and Innovation

Although these stakeholder definitions are con-
structed differently compared to the text of the DGA,
the gist of the notions is comparable. DIs envisioned
function remains largely the same for the stakehold-
er definitions and the DGA definition of providers of
data intermediary services. That is, mediating be-
tween those who have data and those who seek to
use data. The difference is that the DGA does not re-
fer to DIs as entities, but instead only to the service
which theyprovide,while the stakeholderdefinitions
refer to DIs as entities. The exact organisational form
in which a DI provides its service is not set in stone
in either the DGA or the stakeholder definitions. In-
stead, multiple different organisational forms are
possible. Think of data trusts, data exchanges, Per-
sonal InformationManagement Systems (PIMS), da-

ta cooperatives, data custodians and many others.24

The different organizational architectures in which
DIs can operate remain varied and therefore hinder
the possibility of clearly defining Data Intermedi-
aries as a specific entity or actor.

c. Defining Data Intermediary Services Through
Created Relationships

The two previous sections highlight how it is diffi-
cult to define DIs with great accuracy, since the def-
initions remain rather broad and leave open many
possibilities. One may deduct from the text of the
DGA that a DI is a neutral entity, which mitigates be-
tween data users and data holders and provides da-
ta from one party to the other. Moreover, if the DGA
in general is aimed at opening up more personal da-
ta to industry, DIs must in some way also facilitate
that aim. Given this unclarity, and with taking notice
of the varying stakeholder definitions of DIs, it is
more important to examine howDIs function, rather
than to pinpoint what they are exactly. What is inter-
esting in that regard is that there are four types of re-
lationships, or exchanges of data between actors, that
start to exist from the data sharing services provid-
ed by DIs. The depiction of the created relationships
that DIs can facilitate is as follows:
1) Data holders provide personal data under their

control, directly to individual data users (bilateral
relation)

2) Individual data subjects provide their ownperson-
al data, directly to individual data users (bilateral
relation)

3) Data holders provide personal data under their
control to DIs, which aggregate, or pool, the data
and provide multilateral or pool-access to an un-
determined number of data users (multilateral re-
lation)

19 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 33: ‘neutrality of data interme-
diation services providers with regard to the data exchanged
between data holders or data subjects and data users’.

20 See (n 16) and (n 17).

21 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27: ‘are expected to play a key
role in the data economy’.

22 World Economic Forum, ‘Advancing Digital Agencies, The Power
of Data Intermediaries, Insight Report’ (2022) 9.

23 Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation, ‘Unlocking the value of
data: Exploring the role of Data Intermediaries’ (2021) 8.

24 Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation (n 23) 9; Data Governance
Act (n 8) Recital 27: ‘or the creation of platforms or databases
enabling the sharing…’
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4) Individual data subjects provide their ownperson-
al data to DIs, which aggregate, or pool, the data
and provide multilateral or pool-access to an un-
determined number of data users (multilateral re-
lation)

In relationships one and two, DIs merely facilitate
the technical and legal structure between parties on
either side of the demand and supply side of data. In
the simplest scenario, DIs merely introduce the two
parties to each other and facilitate the legal and tech-
nical details of the access to or transfer of data be-
tween them. The relationships under headers one
and two are bilateral, between data holders/subjects
and data users, therefore these relationships are eas-
ier to understand when compared to multi-party
agreements or pool-relationships. In relationships
three and four, the situations are different, in such
multilateral structures, the DIs actively provide a
technical infrastructure between an ‘undetermined’
number of actors on the data-user side of the data
pool. Such relationsare inherentlymore complexdue
to the increase of parties and the creation of more re-
lationships. Recital 27 and 28 of the DGA specifical-
ly voice the idea of multi-party relationships, with an
‘undetermined’ number of participants, in Data In-
termediary Services in recitals 27 and 28.25

The use of the word ‘undetermined’ confirms that
theDGA seeks to create relationships between a large
group of actors, therefore removing barriers for da-
ta access for SME’s and start-ups. The DGA specifi-
cally excludes sharing services that depend on a

closed group of data holders, in which all actors are
determined rather than undetermined.26 The previ-
ous has implications for the manner in which the no-
tion of consent functions, but the issues are not even-
ly distributed amongst all of the four created data ex-
change relationships. Especially problematic are sce-
nario three and four, which deal with an undefined,
or in the words of the DGA, ‘undetermined’, number
of data users. To see where the problems present
themselves it is required to examine the notion of
consent in more detail.

III. The Elements of Consent Under the
General Data Protection Regulation

Processing of personal data, governed by the GDPR,
can only take placewhen there is a legal basis for that
processing. In other words, the processing must be
lawful. The GDPR both requires and provides these
legal grounds.27 One of those grounds, and arguably
the most widely used, is based on the consent of a
data subject to processing activities, captured in ar-
ticles 6(1)a, 7 and 8 of the GDPR. Consent to data pro-
cessing under the GDPR requires a clear affirmative
act that is informed, specific, unambiguous and
freely given.28 When consent is not informed, freely
given, unambiguous and specific, it is not valid con-
sent, since the four elements are cumulative. These
elements require some more elaboration:

1. Unambiguous Indication of Wishes

For consent to be valid it must constitute an active
movement by a data subject. Consent cannot be im-
plied from the context of the relationship between a
data controller and a data subject. As confirmed by
the ECJ in the Planet 49 case, pre-ticked consent box-
es or silence do not constitute valid consent.29 Since
pre-tickedboxes and silence arenoactivemovements
by data subjects they are therefore no unambiguous
expression of wishes.

2. Freely-Given

Consent cannot be retrieved frompersons in the case
of a clearly crooked power imbalance between the re-
quester for consent and the data subject. Think for

25 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27 and 28: ‘This Regulation
should cover services which aim to establish commercial rela-
tionships for the purposes of data sharing between an undeter-
mined number of data subjects and data holders on the one hand
and data users on the other’ and ‘… that offer services that con-
nect the different actors have the potential to contribute to the
efficient pooling of data as well as to the facilitation of bilateral
data sharing’.

26 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 28.

27 Elena Gil González and Paul de Hert, 'Understanding the Legal
Provisions That Allow Processing and Profiling of Personal
Data—an Analysis of GDPR Provisions and Principles' (2019) 19
ERA Forum 4, 599.

28 See generally: Eleni Kosta, Consent in European Data Protection
Law (Nijhoff Studies in European Union Law, 2013); Bart Scher-
mer et al, 'The Crisis of Consent, How Stronger Legal Protection
may lead to Weaker Consent in Data Protection' Ethics & Infor-
mation Technologies (2013) 7; European Data Protection Board,
'Guidelines 05/2020 on consent under Regulation 2016/679’
(2020) 14/15

29 CJEU C‑673/17 Bundesverband der Verbraucherzentralen und
Verbraucherverbände - Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband e.V.
v Planet49 GmbH
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instance of an employee/employer relationship or a
public entity requiring consent from its citizens.30

Put best by the EDPS: ‘The element ‘free’ implies re-
al choice and control for data subjects.’31 Therefore,
consentmayalsonotbebundledwithnon-negotiable
parts of the termsandconditions towhichusersmust
agree. Such bundling renders consent to be given in
a manner that is not free. Naturally, many different
circumstances and contexts could be envisioned that
hinder this ‘freely given’ element.

3. Informed

Data subjects must be informed as to the data pro-
cessing activities and actors which they are asked to
consent to. M. Botta argues that consent is often not
informed at all: ‘users ‘agree’ with policies at large
but are not aware of what exactly they consent to’.32

Theoretically this statement is tricky, if users are un-
aware of what they consent to, arguably they have
not consented at all. Data subjects in such casesmere-
ly ‘agreed’ to data processing, which is not a correct
legal basis for processing of personal data.33 Howev-
er, in its guidance on the meaning of consent, the
EDPB stresses that the data subject must be in a po-
sition where he or she can be informed.34 The EDPS
thus sets out guidance for the manner in which data
subjects should receive information, rather than de-
manding that data subjects actually digest the infor-
mation that is presented to themby the consent seek-
ing data controller. L. Moerel, argues that data sub-
jects often remainuninformed regarding the process-
es they consent to, nor do they have a real possibili-
ty to pick apart the information they are served in
cryptic cookie banners and privacy policies.35 In or-
der fordata subjects tobe informed, theyneed tohave
access to at least the identity of the data controller,
the purpose of the data processing, the type of col-
lected data and the existence of the right to withdraw
consent.36 Data controllers that wish to rely on the
notion of consent for their processing activities must
be named at the time that consent is retrieved. Oth-
er controllers may not be given access to the data of
data subject when they are notmentioned in the orig-
inal consent request. With regards to the identity of
data processors, not all have to be named in the con-
sent request. However, their identity must be specif-
ically named by the controller at the time of the col-
lection of data, under article 13 and 14 of the GDPR.37

4. Specific

The specificity of consent to processing is another
crucial element of GDPR consent. According to the
EDPS, specificity is closely related to granularity of
consent and the element of being informed. In the
words of the EDPS, specificity: ‘aims to ensure a de-
gree of user control and transparency for the data
subject’. The specificity-element of consent safe-
guards three matters. First it acts as a safeguard
against function creep.38 Second, it furthers the gran-
ularity of consent requests and finally, it separates
information relating to obtaining consent from in-
formation on other matters.

The specificity-element therefore primarily pro-
tects data subjects from the widening, or creeping,
of the data processing activities which they consent-
ed to. The EDPS refers to the notion of purpose lim-
itation in this regard, stating that ‘specific consent’
(…) ‘functions as a safeguard against the gradual
widening or blurring of purposes for which data is
processed, after a data subject has agreed to the ini-
tial collection of the data. This phenomenon, also
known as function creep, is a risk for data subjects,
as it may result in unanticipated use of personal da-
ta by the controller or by third parties and in loss of
data subject control.’39

One key function of specific consent is therefore
that it protects against function creep through ensur-
ing that third parties cannot process personal data in
a manner that is unanticipated by the data subject.
Specific consentensures thatdata subjectsknowwho
is doing the processing and what the processing en-

30 European Data Protection Board Guidelines on Consent (n 28) 7.

31 Ibid.

32 Marco Botta and Klaus Wiedemann, 'The Interaction of EU
Competition, Consumer, and Data Protection Law in the Digital
Economy: The Regulatory Dilemma in the Facebook Odyssey'
(2019) Antitrust Bulletin 64, 3, 433.

33 Marco Botta (n 29) 432.

34 European Data Protection Board Guidelines on Consent (n 28)
15/16.

35 Lokke Moerel, 'Big Data Protection. How to Make the Draft EU
Regulation on Data Protection Future Proof' (2018) Tilburg Uni-
versity, 24, 49, 51.

36 European Data Protection Board Guidelines on Consent (n 28) 15.

37 Ibid.

38 Further reading on the notion of function creep: Bert-Jaap Koops,
'The Concept of Function Creep' (2021) Law, Innovation and
Technology, 29-56.

39 European Data Protection Board Guidelines on Consent (n 28) 14.
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tails. Their consent is specific to both the identity of
the data processing actors and the processing activi-
ties of those specific actors.

5. Court of Justice of the European Union
Case law on Consent

One could argue that the working definition of con-
sent, in practice, is just more relaxed than the con-
sent definition that follows from a strict reading of
theGDPR. If one truly complieswith all the standards
set in the GDPR for valid consent, then obtaining
valid consent is a tedious exercise. In practice, per-
sons may perceive consent requests as just an annoy-
ance between them and the content they seek to ac-
cess, rather than a carefully regulated process.

However, this relaxed reading of the notion of con-
sent is not accepted by the European Court of Justice.
Instead, the European Court of Justice has, in its re-
cent case law, cracked downon the notion of consent.
For instance, in case Planet 49, the court states that
pre-ticked consent boxes do not constitute valid con-
sent.40 In case Orange Romania, the court explains
the need for individuals to be able to understand the
consequences of their consent.41 Specifically, the
court states in paragraph 52: ‘ it is for the data con-
troller to demonstrate that the data subject has, by
active behaviour, given his or her consent to the pro-
cessing of his or her personal data and that he or she
has obtained, beforehand, information relating to all
the circumstances surrounding that processing, in an
intelligible andeasily accessible form,usingclear and
plain language, allowing that person easily to under-
stand the consequences of that consent, so that it is
given with full knowledge of the facts.’

From this flows that the approach of the ECJ to-
wards consent is neither relaxednor slacking. Rather,
the ECJ reiterates the strict demands for consent to

be valid and perhaps even sharpens them a tad. Of
course, this puts a great burden on consent-re-
questers since it mandates them to make sure that
data subjects have the information required to arrive
at the ‘full knowledge of the facts’.

IV. Stretching Consent in Data
Intermediary Mediation Contexts

This section deals with three issues. First is argues
that consent is the preferred legal basis for Data In-
termediaries processing activities over other possi-
ble legal bases provided by the GDPR for the process-
ing of personal data. Second it argues that, in bilat-
eral DI relationships, the problems regarding DI ser-
vices and consent are minor. Finally, it argues that in
multilateral data relationships, facilitated by data in-
termediaries, use of consent as legal basis for process-
ing will seriously stretch the limits of GDPR consent
through complicating several elements of consent.

1. Consent as Legal Basis in Data
Intermediary Contexts

The first issue to deal with is the choice of the legal
basis of processing in itself. Consent is only one of
the six legal bases for the processing of personal da-
ta. Relying on consent is therefore not the only avail-
able legal basis for processing which DIs can opt for.
The DGA however, seems to be hinting at the use of
consent as legal basis for processing in article 2(10),
where it stresses the voluntary character of sharing
data through DIs. If data sharing services in the DGA
aredefined as being ‘basedonvoluntary agreements’,
it would be difficult to argue that consent would not
play a key role.42 Moreover, recital 30 of the DGA
states that certain DIs, when handling personal data,
would assist individuals in exercising GDPR rights,
in particular,managing their consent to data process-
ing.43 Other clues can be found at the receiving end
of the consent request. Both Dawex and Meeco, two
DIs based in the European Union, repeat the idea of
consent of data subjects in order to manage their da-
ta transfers. Meeco does so through what they call
their ‘Consent Engine’, stating that it ‘enables people
to decide who can use their data, for how long and
for what reason’.44 A similar notion is proposed by
Dawex, although worded a tad more cryptic. Dawex

40 CJEU C‑673/17 Bundesverband der Verbraucherzentralen und
Verbraucherverbände - Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband e.V.
v Planet49 GmbH

41 CJEU C-61/19 Orange Romania SA v Autoritatea Naţională de
Supraveghere a Prelucrării Datelor cu Caracter Personal (ANSPD-
CP).

42 Data Governance Act (n 8) Article 2(10).

43 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 30.

44 See, <https://www.meeco.me/meeco-whitepaper> accessed 17
March 2022; See, <https://www.Dawex.com> accessed 17 March
2022.
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offers ‘full control over interfaces’ and ‘advanced
rights management’ to its users when it comes to de-
ciding on the flow of their data. Therefore, both the
DGA and emerging European Data Intermediaries
seem to envision consent as the preferred legal basis
for processing of data in DI contexts rather than re-
lying on other legal bases for data processing.

2. Applying Consent in Data Intermediary
Mediated Bilateral Relationships

In the case where a DI mediates between a data sub-
ject/holder and a data user, where their relationship
is bilateral in nature, the issue of retrieving valid con-
sent does not seem to be very problematic. The ele-
ments of valid consent can be met in the same man-
ner as they are being met in current digital consent
requests. The nature of the relationships in these bi-
lateral data exchanges are as the GDPR envisioned,
namely, between parties that can identify each other
and understand each other’s practices with reason-
able effort.

3. Applying Consent in Data Intermediary
mediated Multilateral Relationships

The situation changes when a DI mediates between
an undetermined number of data users and an indef-
inite number of data holders/subjects. As became
clear in section 3, if data subjects cannot be informed
as to the specific processing operations and the spe-
cific identity of all those who use their data, consent
cannot be validly retrieved from these data subjects.
In other words, the GDPR does not seem to have en-
visioned for consent to function in a multilateral
(pool) relationshipwith an undetermined number of
data users that cannot be defined accurately at the
time of retrieval of consent.45 Naturally, if the iden-
tities of parties that seek consent to use data cannot
be specified, neither can their exact processes of ‘da-
ta usage’. This is problematic, since consent is always
specific to its requester, the parties involved and the
specific processes involved. Therefore, using consent
as legal basis for data-usage, with an undetermined
number of data users is problematic.When adhering
to the letter of the GDPR’s notion of consent, an un-
determined number of users can simply not be spe-
cific.

a. From a ‘Full Knowledge Test’ to an
Undetermined Number of Unknowns

In the case where Data Intermediaries mediate be-
tween an undetermined number of data users and
data holders/subjects. Data subjects that are asked to
express their consent to processing operations can,
by the nature of an ‘undetermined number’ of data
users, hardly arrive at ‘full knowledge of the facts’ re-
garding the consequences of their consent. It will be
impossible for data subjects to be informed regard-
ing all those who access their data in a data pool or
in a multiparty setting with an undetermined num-
ber of users. Nor will it be possible for data hold-
er/subjects to be informed regarding all the ‘informa-
tion relating the circumstances surrounding that pro-
cessing’, as the ECJ requires in its case law.46 Arriv-
ing at such a level of being informed would mean
that data subjects, or data holders, understand an
enormous amount of processing activities by a large
and undetermined number of data users. Naturally,
with more and more data users accessing and using
the personal data, more and more risk of persons be-
ing unable to inform themselves fully arises. There-
fore, data subjects/holders deal with a great amount
of ‘unknowns’ which they are expected to be in-
formed of, both in terms of the processing activities
and the actors involved. Applying consent in the con-
text of an undetermined amount of data users, as the
DGA envisions, is therefore directly in confrontation
with the idea of consent being both specific and in-
formed. The recent case law of the ECJ has only
strengthened this point, by tightening the reins on
consent in its recent case law. Therefore, there is a
real risk that the test that the GDPR, the EDPB and
the ECJ set for valid consent, cannot be met through
the architecture created in the DGA.

b. Troublesome Scalability of Valid Consent

Alternatively, one could envision a situation inwhich
consent, in DI multiparty contexts, would function

45 European Data Protection Board & European Data Protection
Supervisor, ‘EDPB-EDPS Joint Opinion 03/2021 on the Proposal
for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
European Data Governance (Data Governance Act)’ (2021)
29/30.

46 CJEU C-61/19 Orange Romania SA v Autoritatea Naţională de
Supraveghere a Prelucrării Datelor cu Caracter Personal (ANSPD-
CP) para 40.
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in compliance with the high standards of GDPR con-
sent. In that case, consent would have to be renewed
in every instance where a new type of processing is
engaged in by any of the data users.47 Consent would
also have to be renewed when a new party is added
to the list or pool of data users, which is already un-
determined. Protection against an unnoticed in-
crease of parties involved and processing activities,
also known as function creep, is exactly why the el-
ement of specificity was created. In the case of intro-
duction of new data users and new data processing
activities, renewal of consent becomes mandatory.48

Simply put, new data users or new processing activ-
ities require a new consent request. With an unde-
termined number of data users, changes in their pro-
cessing activities will be rapid and continuous, there-
fore, so will consent renewal requests. Compliance
with the elements of valid consent then seems utter-
ly unscalable on the side of the data subjects.

c. Between a Rock and a Hard Place

Given the previous, it would be hard to imagine that
DIs can meaningfully manage consent from data
holders/subjectswhenthenumberofparties increase
towards a large undetermined number of actors on
both sides of the data gap. Alternatively, understand-
ing these large multiparty relationships as a plurali-
ty of individual bilateral relationships requires nov-
el technological infrastructures. It is questionable
whether these currently exist, or if the text of the
DGAshould require such technological fixes forprob-
lems of its own creation in the first place. The prob-
lem of using consent in to facilitate access to data for
all SMEs and start-ups, in a non-discriminate man-
ner, remains in place. It is the wording of the DGA,
and its ‘undetermined’ number of data users that
causes the problem.

The previous creates a situation where both de-
picted alternatives seem equally unlikely. Adherence
to valid consent, with its information and specifici-
ty requirements, is not as scalable as the DGA makes
it appear to be in some of the data intermediary re-

lationships it creates. At the same time, these exact
multi-party relationships, of increased data supply
and data demand, are the reason the DGA was creat-
ed in the first place. This results in a classic situation
where one cannot satisfy both options at the same
time. Either the promise of massive amounts of da-
ta provided to industries is not delivered on, or the
notion of consent is stretched beyond reasonability.

d. Reversal of the Consent Initiative and Interests
of Data Subjects

As further point of concern, the original narrative of
consent requests also seems reversed in the DGA. In
classic situations, persons are almost exclusively con-
fronted with consent requests out of their own ini-
tiative. Meaning, when one accesses a website, or
wishes to use a digital service, a consent request is
anticipated. Rarely is one confronted with a consent
request which is not initiated from the side of a da-
ta subject. Consent requests do not come out of the
blue, but rather follow from the choice of data sub-
jects to interact with data controllers. The created DI
relationships depict a different scenario. When an
indefinite number of data users approach an aggre-
gation of data retrieved from data subjects/holders,
the initiative for the establishment of a consent rela-
tion comes from the side of the data users.49 It is the
data user that seeks access first, and therefore takes
the initiative to establish a data sharing relationship.
This reverses the primacy on initiative by the data
subjects, and places initiative at the data users.

This ulterior issue will have to be grasped with as
the DGA comes into force, but it is another reason
why the notion of consent, applied in the DGA, may
lead tounforeseen issues. If data subjects are fatigued
with consent request of processing operations that
they themselves instigate, this fatigue will only grow
when data subjects are presented consent requests
following from relationships that they themselves
did not instigate. Even more interesting, DIs will
make sure that individuals do not share more data,
to data users, than ‘is in their own interest’.50 It leaves
to be seen how sharing data with undetermined par-
ties is in the interest of data subjects in the first place.
In that sense, the DGA is designed to help individu-
alsmakemoredata available than is normally in their
interest, but provides a safe environment to so. One
could argue, as the EDPS and EBPD have done in dif-
ferent contexts, that using specific GDPR notions in

47 European Data Protection Board Guidelines on Consent (n 28)
14.

48 Ibid.

49 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 30.

50 Ibid.
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novel contextsmight result in inconsistencywith the
spirit and the letter of the GDPR.51 This problem of
reversal of initiative and the countervailing interests
of subjects and users seems to be an example of such
inconsistency with the spirit of the GDPR.

V. Concluding Remarks and Future
Outlook

This final section deals first with the conclusion of
this paper based on the previous discussion and sec-
ond, with a future research outlook with a broader
perspective.

1. The Limits of the Notion of GDPR
Consent

First, regarding the stretching of the notion of con-
sent. The notion of consent is put under strain
through its application in contexts for which it was
not originally designed. The application of GDPR
consent, in most multi-party DI facilitated agree-
ments, faces an interesting trade-off. Applying con-
sent, as it was designed to be applied in the GDPR,
will takemuch of thewind out of the sails of the aims
of Data Intermediary Services. It would be hard to
imagehowconsent can facilitate the ‘aggregationand
exchange of substantial amounts of relevant data’, as
the DGA seeks to effectuate.52 It leaves to be seen
how DIs can apply the strict reading of the notion of
consentwhile at the same timedeliveron thepromise
of making significantly more data available to indus-
tries. At the same time, if DIs succeed inmaking enor-
mous amounts of personal data available to indus-
tries, then that would come with an equally enor-
mous ‘consent workload’. DIs would have to manage,
facilitate an incredible amount of consent requests
while also paying fiduciary duties to the data subjects
and holders. It would therefore be hard to envision
a scenario where both increased data availability and
an intact notion of valid consent are realized, with-
out compromising on either side.

More specifically, the stretching of the notion of
consent, in specific contexts of Data Intermediary
Services, becomes apparent through impossibility of
adherence to two of consent’s constitutive elements.
Those two elements being, the requirement for con-
sent to be specific and for consent to be informed, in

the manner that the legislator and case law pre-
scribes. The risk of failure to adhere to these two con-
stitutive elements in DI contexts is a direct result of
the architecture that the DGA seeks to promote,
namely, data sharing with an undetermined number
of data users. The notion of consent is therefore
stretched to its limits or perhaps beyond its limits.
GDPR consent is simply not created to facilitate these
types multi-party of data sharing relationships. At
the same time, not stretching the limits of consent
likely results in not reaching the regulatory goals that
the Data Governance Act sets.

2. The Limits of the GDPR as a Solid
Foundation for Future ‘Data Legislation’

The previous also opens the door to a second, more
fundamental discussion.Whilemany have proposed
changing the GDPR in one way or another, the na-
ture of the need for such change itself has transi-
tioned.53Withmanynew legislative tools on thehori-
zon, such as the Data Act, the Artificial Intelligence
Act, the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets
Act, it becomes increasingly more difficult to ensure
full congruency with the GDPR. This paper has
demonstrated so for the specific use of GDPR con-
sent in a specific Data Intermediary context, but the
issue is quite likely much deeper and found in many
more contexts. The idea that rings throughout the
EuropeanData Strategy and the DGA, of creating leg-
islation that is in ‘full compliance’ with existing da-
ta protection law, may in itself not be the wisest long-
term strategy.54 With the GDPR as a cornerstone for
many emerging legal instruments, incongruency is
bound to present itself. The need for adaptation of
established notions is now found in its interlocking
with novel legal instruments, that seek to ‘fully com-
ply’ with the GDPR.

Therefore, perhaps it is more fruitful to reassess
the balance of the interests of parties on both the side

51 European Data Protection Board & European Data Protection
Supervisor (n 45) 13.

52 Data Governance Act (n 8) Recital 27.

53 For instance: Paul de Hert and Guillermo Lazcoz, ‘Radical rewrit-
ing of Article 22 GDPR on machine decisions in the AI era’
(2021) European Law Blog. They argue that article 22 GDPR is on
the verge of extinction.

54 European Strategy for Data (n1) 1.
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of data supply and data demand, rather than to use
important established notions in a dubious man-
ner.55 Making meaningful amendments to existing

notions is preferable over fully respecting the GDPR
on paper, and turning a blind eye to the impossibili-
ties that brings in practice. With more and more leg-
islative tools focussingprimarily on ‘how todo things
with data’, recalibration of rules, notions and con-
cepts rather than ‘fully respecting’ existing lawseems
to be a more viable strategy for the future.

55 In the spirit of Massimo Durante, Computational power, The
Impact of ICT on Law, Society and Knowledge (Routledge, 2021)
130-131.


